Clustering and mobility of hard rods in a quasicrystalline substrate potential.
Recently, we have studied the self-assembly of hard needles in a quasicrystalline substrate potential with decagonal symmetry [P. Kählitz and H. Stark, J. Chem. Phys. 136, 174705 (2012)]. We have identified new structure formation using Monte Carlo simulations. However, hard needles have a zero width. To investigate how the excluded volume of rod-shaped particles influences their phase ordering, we extend here our studies to spherocylinders. We determine phase diagrams and plot them in the relevant variables, strength of substrate potential versus area fraction. At increasing area fraction η short rods form clusters that ultimately destroy directional ordering along the decagonal symmetry directions while surface-induced positional order exists for all η. In contrast, long rods show directional order in the whole density range. However, at high area fractions they assemble into compact clusters which destroy positional ordering. Finally, we also study the rod mobility using the kinetic Monte Carlo method and discuss an unexpected mobility enhancement with increasing density. All these features crucially depend on the non-zero excluded volume of the spherocylinders.